
The latest phase of the CHUEE Program, IFC’s  $558 million CHUEE Small and Medium 
Enterprise (SME) risk-sharing facility is specifically dedicated to support local banks grow their 
portfolios of small and medium enterprise green finance loans.

Small and medium industrial enterprises use more than twice the amount of energy consumed by 
their larger counterparts, or 1.3 billion tons of coal equivalent per year. These smaller enterprises 
can potentially save 446 billion yuan ($70 billion) in costs by reducing energy by around 230 
million tons of coal equivalent a year.

The top three polluting sectors are raw chemical-materials and chemical-products manufacturing, 
ferrous-metals smelting and pressing, and non‐metallic mineral products manufacturing. Merely 
targeting these three can help achieve more than half of the energy-saving goals set for 35 sectors 
in China’s 12th Five-Year Plan from 2011 to 2015. 

The CHUEE SME program focuses on industries that have the highest potential for efficiency 
gains by producing in a less energy intensive way. It also focuses on provinces where SMEs’ 
energy consumption is highest. IFC will work with and provide expertise to financial institutions, 
energy service companies and energy equipment suppliers that implement energy efficiency 
improvements. 

The program adds value to:
 •	 Financial institutions, because it provides a risk guarantee that allows them to lend to 
climate-smart projects. This means they can increase their business and revenues from 
new and existing clients and are positioned as responsible corporate citizens, helping to 
reduce energy waste and improve China’s environment.

 •	 Small and medium enterprises, as they can be provided with access to finance, knowledge-
sharing on latest trends, and assessments of future market developments.

 •	 Government, as it catalyzes the banking sector to make a strong contribution to government 
efforts in mitigating climate change.

 Energy efficiency and renewable energy suppliers•	 , because it enables their market to grow 
and help to make suppliers’ business more sustainable. 

 

CHUEE SME 

What is CHUEE?
IFC’s China Utility-based Energy Efficiency 
Finance (CHUEE) Program is an innovative 
market-based solution to China’s energy and 
environmental challenges.  IFC, the member of 
the World Bank Group focused on private sector 
development, has been working in the sustainable 
energy finance space across more than 30 countries 
since 1998, supporting banks grow their sustainable 
energy finance business. IFC delivers the CHUEE 
program under the leadership of and with financial 
support from the Chinese Ministry of Finance, the 
Global Environment Facility (GEF), Finland and 
Norway.

Since 2006, the CHUEE program has enabled 
key players in China’s economy — banks, private 
sector companies, and government agencies — 
to collaborate in creating a sustainable energy 
financing market. CHUEE provides its partners 
with technical expertise and support in financing, 
marketing, engineering and project development 
for energy efficiency and renewable energy 
projects. By directly supporting sustainable energy 
investments through local Chinese partner banks 
worth 11 billion yuan, the program has achieved 
an annual greenhouse-gas emissions reduction 
of over 19 million tons of carbon dioxide. The 
program has become one of IFC’s flagship climate-
smart projects.

Companies require financing when implementing energy efficiency and renewable energy projects which means 
that banks can play a central role in helping China become a lower carbon economy. IFC supports Chinese banks 
by shouldering partner banks’ financial risk by guaranteeing loans they make to climate-smart energy projects.  
IFC also helps banks build their pipelines, portfolios, experience and expertise in the sustainable energy finance 
market and assists in assessing the risks and opportunities of the renewable energy and energy efficiency projects.

How does CHUEE work?
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“After cooperation with CHUEE, Bank of Beijing established its capacity in 

financing energy efficiency and renewable energy projects. In 2011, we 

attracted 50 new energy efficiency financing clients, with a total of over 1 

billion yuan in loans.” 

Mr. Zhang Zhiyong General Manager,  

Small and Medium Enterprises Department, Bank of Beijing.
      

In other words: it makes business sense.

“Obtaining access to finance is difficult for small and medium enterprises, and 

even harder for their energy efficiency projects. We hope to learn from CHUEE’s 

success, explore effective measures to promote energy efficiency projects, 

improve access to finance for smaller businesses, and help them contribute to 

sustainable development.” 

Mr. Wu Jinkang, Former Deputy General, 

International Department, Ministry of Finance.



 Shenzhen Henglihua  
 Cleaning Services Company

Enterprise Summary: Centralized laundry that had previously struggled to 
access the financing needed to make necessary improvements to save energy 
costs. A loan from Industrial Bank under the CHUEE program allowed the 
company to realize dramatic savings on production costs.

Project: Energy saving upgrading project. 

Loan: 3 years, 10 million yuan, from Industrial Bank.

Savings estimate: Almost 5 million yuan per year on production costs.

Power and fuel savings: Over 60 percent.

Carbon Dioxide Reduction: 7,188 tons per year.

 Top Resource Conservation 
 Engineering (TRCE) Co., Ltd

Enterprise Summary: TRCE is an Energy Service Company (ESCO) that 
has grown to manage 29 projects across China and was the first ESCO listed 
on the Shenzhen stock exchange. CHUEE ‘s support for TRCE’s first energy 
efficiency project gave the company confidence to build its sustainable energy 
business. TRCE’s combined projects now reduce 1.4 million tons of carbon 
dioxide and save 800,000 tons of coal equivalent per year.

Project: Waste heat recovery and supply of power equipment to TRCE’s 
client Shaofeng Cement. 

Loan: 4 years, 32 million yuan, from Bank of Beijing.

Carbon Dioxide Reduction: 25,752 tons per year.

China Utility-based Energy  
Efficiency Finance Program 
(CHUEE)

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

In China, lucrative energy efficiency and renewable energy projects 
continue to emerge. They just need to be recognized as they can mean good 
business for enterprises and those financing sustainable energy projects.

Find out more about how IFC’s CHUEE program can help find and 
leverage such opportunities.

 Beijing Sinen En Tech Co., Ltd

Enterprise Summary: Sinen En-Tech is a high tech company that develops, 
manufactures and markets environmental protection equipment. Bank of 
Beijing’s loan under the CHUEE program allowed the company to install 
condensed water recovery equipment in four petrochemical companies in 
China’s north and west. This not only saved end-users money and boosted 
profits for the company through increased sales, but it also enhanced the 
corporate image of the company and the partner bank.

Project: Condensed water recovery project. 

Loan: 1 year, 5 million yuan, from Bank of Beijing.

Water Savings: 2.7 million tons  per year.

Coal Equivalent Reduction: 38,000 tons per year.

Carbon Dioxide Reduction: 104,672 tons per year.

case 
study

case 
study

“Access to finance is not easy for any private 
service company like ours. For us, Indus-
trial Bank’s energy efficiency loan under the 
CHUEE program was similar to being 
provided with fuel for warmth on a snowy day. 
The new financing product also introduced us 
to a new financing model that helps us achieve 
long-term sustainable development.”

Ms. Xie Liren
Shenzhen Henglihua Cleaning Services 
Co., Ltd., General Manager: Financial 
Department.

Energy efficiency projects include,  
but are not limited to:

 Heat recovery; •	
 Electricity demand side management; •	
 Building energy savings;•	
Industry process upgrading;•	
Electricity saving;•	
Boiler Renovation;•	
Substitution of coal/oil with cleaner fuels;•	

Renewable Energy.•	

Expected Project Size and Term 
Expected Energy Saving:  Equal to or more than 15 percent;•	

Loan term offered by the partner banks: Up to 5 years.•	

A wide variety of SMEs will be eligible for financing. For more information on eligibility criteria, please contact the 
CHUEE program office at: wbeloe@ifc.org.

Eligible SMEs

For more information on types of projects, please contact the CHUEE program office at wbeloe@ifc.org. 

case 
study

“Without the support from CHUEE and 
the first loan from Bank of  Beijing, TRCE 
might not have followed this successful 
ESCO business model and could not have 
grown to manage 29 projects. We wouldn’t 
even have been able to think about being the 
first energy service company in China that 
listed on a stock exchange.” 

Mr. Chen Zuotao 
Top Resource Conservation 
Engineering (TRCE) Co., Ltd., Chief  
Executive Officer.

“Bank of  Beijing’s timely approval of  our 
loan application helped us out of  a difficult 
time and also provided us with a good 
opportunity to access international capital, 
improve our managerial skills, and prepare 
for future development.”

Mr Yan Chengyu
Beijing Sinen En-Tech Co., Ltd., 
General Manager.
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Sectors include, but are not limited to: 
 Manufacturing of Raw Chemical Materials and •	
Chemical Products; 

 Smelting and Pressing of Ferrous Metals; •	

 Manufacturing of Non‐metallic Mineral Products; •	

 Manufacturing of Metal Products; •	

 Smelting and Pressing of Non‐ferrous Metals; •	

 Manufacturing of Textiles; •	

 Mining and Washing of Coal; •	

 Manufacturing of Paper and Paper Products; •	

 Mining and Processing of Ferrous Metal Ores•	 .


